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Summary

Chapter 1 Nuclear Power In Northeast Asia

Section 1 Introduction

1. Historical background of Nuclear Power

○ Nuclear power has been considered as major energy source in energy 

policy of many countries since it was operated in U.K, U.S. and 

Soviet Union from 1950's.

○ Vulnerability of world economy was revealed during the 1st oil 

shock. And after oil shock many countries wanted to have energy 

sources that are supplied stable. Oil price peak accelerated its 

tendency.

- Many countries progressed nuclear power program with supports of 

private sector in 1970's and 1980's. The operation period of nuclear 

power was considered from 40 to 60 years.

○ Three Mile Island(TMI) accident of 1979 in U.S., Chernobyl accident 

of 1986 in Soviet Union and Tokaimura critical accident of 1999 in 

made the direction of nuclear power policy of many countries in 

1980's and 1990's.
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2. Current Status of Nuclear Power

○ As of December 31, 2002, there were 436 reactors of nuclear power 

plants in operation worldwide, four more than in 2001. 

- The total installed generating capacity of nuclear power plants in the 

world is 373,727 MW. Installed capacity of 2001 was 366,286 MW. 

Over 4,000 MW was increased during one year.

- In 2002, eight units, table 1-1, commissioned in Korea, Japan, China 

and France. The increased reactors in operation and increased capacity 

were 4 and 744 MW, respectively.

Table 1. New Nuclear Power Plants in 2002

country power plant type and capacity

Korea  Younggwang 5, 6 PWR, 1,000 MW each

Japan Onagawa 3 BWR, 825 MW

France Civaux 1, 2 PWR, 1,516 MW each

China
Qinshan III-1 CANDU, 700 MW

Lingao 1 PWR, 990 MW

data: Korea Atomic Industrial Forum(KAIF)(2002), Yearly Book 2003 Nuclear Power

 

○ International Energy Outlook(2003) by IEA mentioned that availability 

factor of nuclear power plants in the world increased from 73% of 

1990 to 83% of 2001. 
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3. Future of Nuclear Power

○ New nuclear power plants has advantages that capital cost is 

relatively low and construction period is potentially short. Therefore 

country who has relatively higher energy price in other energy source 

and most of all energy sources are imported prefers the nuclear 

power [IEO(2003)].

○ In the future nuclear power will cover older generation reactor 

closing down by expanding of operation time, increasing generating 

capacity and etc [IEO(2003)]. 

- Share of nuclear power in electricity supply worldwide is decreasing.

- However nuclear power will keep its position as major energy source in 

electricity generation.

○ Each country has different forecast of nuclear power industry.

- Under the assumptions that developed countries will keep the tendency 

of secede from the nuclear power and no more newly construction 

substitute older generation reactor, the share of nuclear power in total 

electricity supply will be forecasted 12% of 2025 from 19% of 2001.

- Total generation from nuclear power in the world will be 366 GW of 

2025 from 353 GW of 2001. Most of all will be lead by Asia region. 

In the same period, China, India, Japan and Korea will add 45 GW.
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Section 2 Nuclear Power in Northeast Asia Countries

1. Korea

○ As of December 31, 2002, there were 18 nuclear power reactors in 

operation. The share of nuclear power generation capacity and 

generation quantity for total were 29.2% and 38.9%, respectively.

- The first nuclear power reactor was Gori-1 operated from 1977.

- Nuclear power is major energy source in generation and increased 

gradually from 1990 with 7.1% annual growth rate.

- The share of nuclear power in total generation energy source was 

50.3% of 1990. However it is 41.7% of 2002 and its share is biggest.

○ Restructure in electricity industry changed "Long term electricity 

supply-demand plan" to "electricity supply-demand basic plan". And 

the plan based on government and KEPCO is changing to plan 

based on many electricity companies.

- Basic directions of nuclear power are strength competitiveness of nuclear 

power by introducing competition between generation sources and 

carrying out the construction of new nuclear power plants smoothly 

relating with "electricity supply-demand basic plan".

- Stability security, construction cost reduction and operation efficient 

improvement make competitiveness of nuclear power strong.

- As of 1st "electricity supply-demand basic plan", 8 units except 2 units 

of Uljin-5 and -6 in construction will be constructed additionally until 
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2015. This plan is changable by schedule and depth of electricity 

industry privatization.

Table 2. Generation quantity and generation quantity of nuclear power

unit: billion kWh 

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002

total 

generation
117 131 144 165 185 206 224 215 239 266 281 302

nuclear 

power 

generation

56 57 58 59 67 74 77 90 103 108 112 119

share(%) 47.5 43.2 40.3 35.5 36.3 36.0 34.3 41.7 43.1 40.9 39.3 38.9

note: Except non-utility in common use from total generation.

data: KEEI(2003), “Yearbook of Energy Statistics 2003”

2. China

○ Nuclear power generation will be forecasted from 17.6 billion kWh 

of 2000 to 20.8 billion kWh of 2020 depended on economic growth. 

The share of nuclear power generation for total electricity generation 

will be 6.42% from 1.32% with 13.2% annual growth rate.

- By the end of 2002, three units(1,000 MW) in Guandong and three 

units(30~70 MW) in suburb of Shanghai City are in operation. The 

total units and capacity are 6 and 4,600 MW respectively.

- China ranked 14th globally in generation capacity.

○ Purpose and method of nuclear power industry in China was closed 

development strategy focused on military purpose until Reformation of 

1978. After Reformation, peaceful use of nuclear power has been 

progressed and accelerated.
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- After 20 years from now China will be a biggest nuclear power 

construction market. 

- Government forecast that lack of electricity supply caused by economic 

development will be heavier. Therefore Government has a plan to make 

the share of nuclear power from 1.2% to 5~10% of 2020 with 

construction of thermal power and hydrogen.

- Because of rapid economic growth in East cost area and environment 

pollution, potential demand for nuclear power is big.

- Nuclear construction plan says that planned are 20 MW until 2010 and 

30~40 MW until 2020. After 2000, 1 unit of 10 MW will be 

constructed per year additionally at least to make the plan real.

○ "2000 Nuclear Power Industry Development Plan" by China National 

Nuclear Corp. (CNNC) has major policy directions as belows. That 

is,  enhancement of share of nuclear power generation, reinforcement 

of military technology relating with nuclear, intensification of 

generation ability, restructure of large-mid Government company by 

industrial restructure, maximization of induced effectiveness of nuclear 

power industry.

○ “10th Five-year Plan (2001~2005)” (March, 2001 approval) did not 

show exact figure for nuclear power construction plan. It mentioned 

that Government development nuclear power properly. It means that 

electricity generation source development by nuclear power will be 

progressed continuously although nuclear power construction plan is 

not revealed concretely. 

- Cost of nuclear power is higher than coal thermal power in China, 
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hydro power of large scale in west region, progress of project for 

moving of electricity from west region to east costal region that has 

big demand are backgrounds.

- As of 2002, China Government did not public any mid-long term 

nuclear construction plan. Some relating government departments and 

regional government including east costal region where has higher 

economic growth planned nuclear power construction. However the 

Government did not make any official decision [IAEA(2003), IAEA 

2003 Country profile].

Table 3. Forecast for China Electricity Generation

단위: billion kWh, %

2000 2010 2020 annual 

growth rate

(2000~2020)quantity share quantity share quantity share

thermal 1,044.5 78.48 1,788.7 78.81 2,447.6 75.51 4.3

hydro 266.4 20.01 400.5 17.65 552.8 17.05 3.7

nuclear 17.6 1.32 69.6 3.07 208.1 6.42 13.1

wind 2.0 0.15 8.0 0.35 20.0 0.62 12.2

geothermal 0.23 0.02 0.38 0.02 0.6 0.02 4.5

solar 0.2 0.02 2.50 0.10 12.5 0.38 23.0

Total 1,330.9 100.00 2,269.7 100.00 3,241.5 100.00 4.6

○ China developed light-water reactor (3 MW) of China's own. And 

China constructed it's first nuclear power plant in Qinshan at 1985 

and commissioned at 1994.
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- China has strategy that China introduce high technology for nuclear 

power from foreign contracter and develop Chinese standard nuclear 

plant with 10 MW until 2010.

- Final purpose is that China attain independency in design, production, 

construction and operation of 10 MW level. 

- The ration of domestic production will be 50% through Qinshan II.

○ China Government put priority financing with low interest rate, 

enhancement of domestic production, technology transfer, domestic 

company's participation in construction, operation and administration, 

natural resource development in central and west region, steady 

development of electricity power plant and economy of nuclear plant 

etc in foreign direct investment for nuclear power industry.

4. Japan

○ Japan made "Law of Nuclear Energy" in 1955. In addition under 

three basic rule namely democratic administration, voluntarily 

operation, public ownership for information were set and progressed 

for peaceful use of nuclear.

- Japan's first commercial nuclear power plant was started to operate at 

1966. Annually average 1.5 unit of reactor was to operated.

- As of 31 August, 2003, 52 units were commissioned and installed 

capacity is  41,200 MW. 4 units(4,120 MW) are under construction and 

8 units(10,320 MW) are planned.

- Japan has 64 units and its generation capacity is 60,180 MW. Japan's 

global ranking in installed capacity is 3rd after U.S. and France. 
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○ Nuclear use of Japan has three steps. It is early two step that Japan 

is reached.

- Fist step is practical use of nuclear power with light-water reactor.

- Second step is confirmation of light-water cycle by commercial recycle 

as private industry and Plu thermal.

- Third step is confirmation of fast breeder reactor cycle by introducing 

of fast breeder reactor.

○ According to “Long Term Energy Supply-Demand Forecast", energy 

policy of 1999 will keep until 2010. Major tools of energy policy are 

holding the action plan related with energy, enhancement of energy 

effectiveness, inducement of citizen's energy saving in consumption 

and increasement ration of non-fossil fuel in supply.

- Under the assumption that facility capacity of nuclear power will reach 

recorded availability factor in recent, 77~83%, generation capacity of 

2010, 4,186 kWh will be covered facility capacity of 5,755~6,185 MW 

and 10~13 units must be constructed additionally.

- As of March, 2004, METI's Agency for Natural Resources and Energy 

(ANRE) is investigating “Long Term Energy Supply-Demand Forecast". 

In addition they are making consideration that the plan for nuclear 

power plant construction and addition of reactor will be 4~6 units from 

13~15 units.

- Because of slowdown of electricity demand based on factory's 

movement to abroad, energy conservation of company, diffusion of 

energy saving electric goods and etc, hard competition of increasement 

of new entry based on electricity privatization(from March 2000), 
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Government and electricity companies do not feel any necessary to 

make new nuclear power although people's opposition.

- Government and electricity companies do not have any uneasiness and 

emergency for delay of new nuclear power plant operation starting date. 

It is based on the forecast that factory's movement to abroad and 

slowdown of electricity demand. 

○ Nine Electricity companies will look downward the electricity demand 

forecast in "FY 2004 Electricity Supply Plans". 

- Electricity companies will reduce plan of nuclear power construction and 

make higher from 80% of availability factor to 90% of U.S. level. In 

addition they research for how to make the operation for old generation 

closing down and reconstruction smooth.

5. Russia

○ Russia constructed Russia's first commercial reactor at 1948. After 

Chernobyl-4 accident of 1986, Government set Ministry for Atomic 

Energy of the Russian Federation (MINATOM) and MINATOM 

administrate for nuclear energy and industry.

○ As the end of 2002, 30 units are in operation and total generation 

capacity is 22,556 MW.

○ Nuclear power has major position in Russia's energy policy and its 

tendency has been kept. Nuclear industry of Russia is increased and 

its future is bright.
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- Nuclear energy policy is operated by MINATOM based on "Nuclear 

development 1998~2005" made at 1998 and "2010 Energy forecast".

- "Russia's Nuclear Power Development Strategy in Early of 21 Centry" 

(May, 2000, approval) shows strategy aim of nuclear power of until 

2010, 2030 and 2050. It suggest that 30,000 ~ 32,000 MW of nuclear 

generation capacity until 2010. This policy means that major energy 

source will be changed from natural gas to nuclear.

○ "Russia's Energy Strategy until 2020" (August, 2003, approval) of 

law of Russian Federation showed Russia's energy basic plan.

- Major focuses of Russia's energy policy during 10~15 years from now 

are increasement of usage effectiveness of natural gas, increase 

environment friendly domestic consumption, variety usage of 

hydrocarbon, stability of coal production and quality control, stability of 

crude oil production, renewable energy like hydro and wind 

development, increase of electricity generation, increase of nuclear 

security and etc.

- Nuclear power generation will be increased rapidly compared with 

thermal power. As the result the generation share of each energy source 

will be changed.

○ Nuclear industry is a major export industry in Russia. Russia 

Government concentrate their effort on aboard business of nuclear 

power. Namely uranium enrichment, export uranium to foreign power 

plants, cooperation with China, Iran and India in construction of 

nuclear power plants.
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Chapter 2 Overseas Strategies of Korean 
Nuclear Power Industry

Section 1 Korean Nuclear Power Industry

○ In the future the market for domestic nuclear industry will be 

enlarged of maintenance compared with design and constructions of 

new nuclear power plants.  

- Korea Hydro and Nuclear Power Co., LTD. who is nuclear power 

generator, and nuclear facilities manufacture suppliers have major 

nuclear power plant technology.

- Nuclear facilities manufacture suppliers are classified design, material 

and facilities, construction and fuel. Nuclear plant construction and fuel 

part are operated by only domestic companies. In design and facilities 

are made by both domestic companies and foreign companies.

○ Availability factor of domestic reactor in 2002 was 92.7%. It is 

higher compared with world average availability factor, 78.9%. High 

availability factor shows Korea has competitiveness in testing 

operation in new nuclear construction and consulting support for other 

operations of abroad.

○ Competitiveness of domestic nuclear industry on a seismic and a 

control unit field reached almost the high level like other advanced 

countries.
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- Since Gori-1, constructed from 1971 to 1978, was operated at 1970's, 

Korea has 18 units in operation.

- Thick domestic market keep the stability for supply and demand of 

related technology and facilities.

- Korea developed KSNP (100 MW) at 1993 and APR-1400 (140 MW) 

for next generation reactor. It shows that domestic nuclear industry 

reached almost the international technology level.

- Korea has good skilled human resources and experiences that have 

maiden variable reactors. Also Korea has design, construction and 

operation experiences of light-water reactor and heavy-water reactor.

○ Exports records for nuclear power plant are rare except KEDO. 

Korea must spread its name as nuclear power plant exporter  based 

on small project for strategy at least.

- Korea has competitiveness on production of secondary value. However 

high quality and reliability used in Q-level value are mostly imported 

from other advanced countries. Korea must secure basic technology and 

technology competitiveness with economically 

- Export of nuclear industry must obtain approval of origin supplier who 

export technology to Korea in past. It is based on techonology supply 

contract and MOU in nuclear between the parties.

○ It is better for domestic companies that make any consortium with 

the worlds major companies as the form of strategical cooperation 

when they enter the international markets. It reduce risk in investment 

and get synergy effect through technology cooperation.
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Section 2 Korean Strategy for Northeast Asia Market

○ Export of domestic nuclear industry is leaded by workforce support, 

nuclear fuel power export for R&D. Major import countries are U.S., 

China, Taiwan, France, Japan, Canada and etc.

○ World nuclear facilities market are segmented by expand the 

operation time like U.S. market, new nuclear plant construction like 

Asia market and maintenance and repair for nulcear power plants 

holding countries market.

- Europe and U.S. market stopped or reduced new nuclear power plant 

construction, and interested in entering the foreign market. They focused 

Asia market including China as major target.

- Expanding market of nuclear power operation period will be formed by 

U.S. as major market. Bush administration had the restart policy of  

nuclear power plant construction and it makes possibility for new 

nuclear power plant construction high not export availability of facilities 

for foreign companies.

- Maintenance and repair of nuclear operation and related parts market 

target most of the countries who possess the nuclear power. Demand 

scale of nuclear facilities in expanding market of nuclear power 

operation period will bigger than that of new nuclear power 

construction in the future.

- Asia will make new buyer source for new nuclear power construction 

market.

○ China has biggest potential buying power as market in Northeast Asia.
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- China planned much big new nuclear power plant and increase new 

construction. Electricity demands has great potentials in related with 

China's fast economic growth.

- It is difficult for foreign companies to export the nuclear plant for 

China because China government has a policy of independent nuclear 

power construction process. However there are some possibility in 

control parts, technology and etc.

- Korea will suggest to make consortium with other advanced countries 

who has high technology of nuclear power like Canada, U.S., Japan, 

and etc.

○ Jana, Russia and Mongolia has few possibility as market.

- Japan is a kind of competitor for Korea as exporter of facilities and 

technology. Specially it is revealed clearly in Southeast Asia such as 

Vietnam. 

- Russia(ex. former Soviet Union) exported nuclear power facilities to 

Eastern Europe until the Soviet Union collapsed. After it collapsed, 

Federal government ignored the nuclear power. Recently this tendency 

has changed because MINATOM makes its role big in Russia.

- Mongolia government does not consider the nuclear power. Therefore 

market possibility as nuclear facilities and technology export market are 

low.

○ Vietnam investigates nuclear power very positively among other 

Southeast Asia counties. France that is former suzerain in colonial 

period, Russia that is an allied power country in cold war period, 

Korea and Japan has very positive attitude.
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○ Eastern Europe has former Russian model, WWER as reactor in most 

of the nuclear power plants. Korea must consider countries who 

investigate performance improvement of WWER and substitution older 

generation to new reactor as KSNP export market.

- KHNP has the plan that KHNP participate in Rumania heavy-water 

reactor of new nuclear power industry plants construction. 

- MOU(2003) of the two parties has basic direction that two countries 

make cooperation based on Korea's participation in Rumania's nuclear 

industry.

Section 3 Examples of Foreign Countries

○ U.S. nuclear industry search its developing way and entering methods 

to Northeast Asia including China who has many new nuclear plant 

constructions and Eastern Europe.

- U.S. nuclear industry promoted advantageous position in foreign market 

in 1970's and 1980's. It is the time for reactor that is made and 

exported by U.S. to had to be treated such as maintenance and 

substitution. Export demand for these are keeping continuously.  

- GE cooperated with Hitachi Seisakusho and Toshiba, Westinghouse 

cooperated with Mitsubishi Heavy Industry propel nuclear business. 

Westinghouse and GE are in charge of design for reactor. Hitachi 

Seisakusho, Toshiba and Mitsubishi Heavy Industry are in charge of 

engineering such as facilities development and production. It has a form 

of international division.
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○ Canada has AECL that promote nuclear technology development and 

industrialization in one system.

- Canada value China as biggest nuclear buyer in 21st century. Therefore 

AECL have put efforts in entering the Chinese market to participate in 

CANDU business in China. 

○ Japan has few nuclear power plants export. 

- Japan must to develop foreign market because domestic market became 

saturated. Market potential in Europe was valued low. Japan value 

China, Vietnam and Indonesia as new markets to develop and try to 

make advantageous position.

- It is difficult to export in China, Vietnam and Indonesia of foreign 

market with high possibility because related law system such as 

insurance, compensation and etc are lacked.

Chapter 3 International Cooperation for 
Radioactive Waste Management

Section 1 Radioactive Waste

○ IAEA has radioactive waste definition as belows.1) 

- Radioactive waste with radiological characteristics between those of 

exempt waste and high level waste. these may be long lived waste 

(LILW-LL) or short lived waste (LILW-SL)

- Typical characteristics of LILW are actively level above clearance levels 

1) IAEA(2003), Radioactive Waste Management Glossary 2003 edition.
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and thermal powers below about 2 kW/m3. Many States subdivide this 

class in other ways, for example into low level waste (LLW) and 

intermediate level waste (ILW) or medium level waste (MLW), often on 

the basis of waste acceptance requirements for near surface repositories.

- The radioactive liquid containing most of the fission products and 

actinides present in spent fuel - which forms the residue from the first 

solvent extraction cycle in reprocessing - and some of the associated 

waste streams; this material following solidification; spent fuel (if it is 

declared a waste); or any other waste with similar radiological 

characteristics. Typical characteristic of high level waste (HLW) are 

thermal powers above 2 kW/m3 and long lived radionuclide 

concentrations exceeding the limitations for short lived waste.

- And other waste includes TRU are generated by nuclear power is 

managed the same way of LLW. Waste including TRU is generated 

from spent-fuel reprocess factory, MOX fuel process facility and etc.

- Uranium enrichment, transformation, fuel processing industry make 

uranium waste. Companies try to enlarge waste storage capacity for 

uranium waste. Most of the uranium waste are low uranium level waste 

and shallow land disposal as treatment is considered.

○ Korea define HLW are thermal powers above 2 kW/m3 and �-rays 

bearing above 4,000 Bq/g. The wastes below 2 kW/m3 in thermal 

powers and below 4,000 Bq/g in �-rays bearing are LLW and ILW.2)

2) There are 31 countries in the world who has nuclear power plants. Korea, Belgium, Taiwan, 

Netherlands, Slovenia do not confirm radioactive waste facilities.
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Section 2 Radioactive Waste Management

1. Low and Intermediate Level Radioactive Waste

○ Management method depends on characteristic of radioactive waste, 

geographical conditions and economic condition. There are two type 

of treatment, one is shallow land disposal3) and the other is deep 

geologic disposal.  

- There are simple shallow land disposal, mechanical shallow land 

disposal and cave disposal in shallow land disposal.

- Deep geologic disposal is that waste must be treated in geological 

stratum hundreds meters below the surface. Some countries take deep 

geologic disposal for LLW and ILW. For example, there are Morsleben 

Waste Facility and Konrad Waste Facility of Germany, Nirex Waste 

Facility (plan) of U.K. 

○ Radioactive waste facility for LLW and ILW has operated by 

countries who possess nuclear power plants since 1st LLW and ILW 

radioactive waste facility in Oak Ridge of U.S.. 

- Early burial facilities took a form of general waste burial facilities. 

Except dry region, simple shallow land disposal is not carried out any 

more for long term management. Almost 10 countries closed down 

early simple land disposal facilities. 

3) shallow land burial
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2. Spent Fuel and High Level Radioactive Waste

○ Spent fuel is included in HLW and must be treated in special way. 

However some countries treat it as recycle resource because 

plutonium of nuclear fission material that is contained in spent fuel 

can be used as recycle resource. 

○ Common consensus management way in the world for HLW is deep 

geological land disposal. 

- Reprocess for spent fuel make under half amount of radioactive waste 

than process. Uranium and plutonium from reprocess can save the 

uranium source if it is reused.

- Spent nuclear fuel was generated from reactor operation is reprocessed, 

the radioactive wastes include highly concentrated liquid solutions of 

nuclear fission products. 

- These are solidified, generally in a glass matrix (vitrification) in a 

process that is vitrification .

- Glass matrix will be in interim storage to ice, and then be disposed  in 

deep stable underground to not to be managed by man.

○ Advanced countries who holds nuclear power plants and have LLW 

and ILW facilities process development and business for spent fuel 

and HLW treatment technology. 

- Europe and U.S. promote R&D and location selection to start HLW 

management until 2040. U.S., Sweden, Swiss, Belgium, Canada, 

Japan and etc carry out R&D of real size and operate underground 

experimental facilities.
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- U.S. has a plan to start waste facility operation from 2010, and Finland 

has a plan to start from 2020. 

Section 3 Radioactive Waste Forecast in Northeast Asia

○ LLW and ILW in Korea are originated from reactor operation in 

nuclear power plants. Some are come from radioisotope(RI) using 

organizations.

- As the end of 2002, Korea has 59,940 drums of LLW and ILW. RI 

waste from except nuclear power plants are 4,712 drums.

- All of the waste from reactor operation are stored in nuclear power 

plants sites. 4,400 drums of RI waste was passed, stored and managed 

by KHNP Nuclear Environment Technology Institute. 

- Forecast of LLW and ILW quantity are 146,000 drums at 2010 and 

564,000 drums at 2040. Korea government guess that interim storage 

facility in nuclear power plants sites will full at 2008.

○ Almost of radioactive waste of Japan are produced from nuclear 

power plants and nuclear fuel cycle facilities.

- As the end of March, 1998, radioactive waste was 87,000 drums, 

radioactive waste including uranium waste was 81,000 drums, little 

higher level waste contains like control rod, nuclear reactor structure 

was 8,000 tons.

- HLW quantity is 600t/year, 5g/year per capita. As the end of 2001, 

accumulated volume of glass mix, HLW is 15,500 drums. Accumulated 

volume of spent fuel is about 9,290 tons. 
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- HLW is forecasted to be generated 1,100~1,400 drums per year. 

Therefore HLW volume will be 40,000 tons at 2020. HLW disposal 

cost will be 3 trillions (METI's Committee for Total Energy, Agency 

for Nuclear(1999)).

○ Taiwan have trouble in  lack of storage capacity for LLW and spent 

fuel and assuring site selection of storage and disposal. Taiwan must 

reduce nuclear power generation from 2007 if they do not secure 

long term storage site or disposal site of spent fuel.

- 6 reactors make 120~150 tons per year of spent fuel.

- It is forecasted that two reactors(1,300 MW each, ABWR) will generate 

175~200 tons per year when it will be complete at 2004 and 2005 

respectively.

-  Eight reactors in operation time will make 7,500 tons of spent fuel in 

volume.

Section 4 Radioactive Waste Policy

1. Korea

○ Government have promoted policy from mid of 1980's that 

radioactive waste is managed under government's responsibility and its 

disposal cost will be payed by producer.

○ LLW and ILW are treated of lan disposal.

- LLW and ILW originated from reactor operation are stored and 

managed in each nuclear power plants sites. This is interim storage.
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- Facility improvement, administration optimization, reduction technology 

development and etc make LLW and ILW minimize. Waste will be 

transferred in step and finally long term stored when the waste 

management facility starts to operation.

- LLW and ILW management facility is promoted to complete at 2008. 

Depends on geological conditions, proper disposal methods will be 

selected with site assuring. Facility capacity is 100,000 drums at first 

step and will increase gradually. Final capacity is 800,000 drums.

○ Spent fuel is keep in interim storage until backward nuclear fuel 

cycle policy will be confirmed.

- Spent fuel will be managed in each nuclear power plants sites until 

2016 being best use of store capacity of each site. 

- Each nuclear power will secure store capacity by density storage, 

movement storage between reactor in site, addition of dry storage and 

etc. Waste will be managed with concentration when temporary waste 

facility starts.

- Interim storage facility for spent fuel is processed to complete at 2016. 

Storage method will be choose based on geological conditions, 

technology development and etc. Until the start time to construction, the 

proper method will be confirmed from dry storage or wet storage. 

Facility capacity is 2,000 tons at first step and increase gradually when 

it is necessary. Final capacity is 20,000 tons.
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2. Japan

○ LWH is buried in the way of shallow land disposal.

- Radioactive waste is sealed tightly in can with cement and asphalt after 

reduce the bulk by destruction and compression.

- Then waste will be treated in land disposal in Low-Level Radioactive 

Waste Disposal Center in Rokkashomura of Aomori (operated at 1992, 

mechanical shallow land disposal facility, ultimate disposal capacity 

600,000 m3).

- Wastes including TRU are disposed in the same way LLW from 

nuclear power plants.

- Companies try to enlarge the capacity of storage facility for uranium 

wastes. Most of uranium wastes those are low uranium level relatively 

are considered positively in land disposal.

○ Japanese government has the basic concept that spent fuel must be 

recycled. As the end of June, 2000, Tokai reprocessing facility 

reached 1,000 tons of spent fuel reprocess

○ Nuclear Waste Management Organization of Japan(NUMO) started  

site offer in 2002 for city and village in Japan to investigate the 

possibility for waste management facility.

- It is processing research development and business operation for 

commercial waste facility operation from 2030.

○ Japan is constructing commercial reprocessing facility in the site of 

Low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Center in Rokkashomura. It 

will be operated from 2005.
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3. Taiwan

○ LLW is stored in each nuclear power plant site and Ranyu storage 

site operated by government. However those are reached capacity 

limitation and government try to find final disposal site in Taiwan. In 

addition, international waste facilities is also considered. 

○ spent fuel are also stored in each nuclear power plant site. However 

those are reached capacity limitation therefore the use of international 

waste facilities is also planned. 

4. China

○ LLW and ILW disposal facility will be constructed gradually in 

region where produce radioactive waste relatively much. spent fuel 

are reprocessed and plutonium from the reprocess is recycled.

○ Shallow land disposal for LLW and ILW is acted.

- !st step of construction of Northwest disposal facility with capacity of 

200,000 m3 near Gobi desert is completed.

- The 1st step storage capacity of Beilong disposal facility is 80,000 m3. 

- Zejiang waste disposal site selection is on going for LLW and ILW 

from Quinshan nuclear power.

○ HLW disposal method is deep geological land disposal. Vitrification 

technology, disposal site selection, evaluation, environmental protection 

research and early step of underground experimental laboratory for 

geological land disposal method are on going 
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- Beishan in Gobi desert is selected for deep geological land disposal 

facility.

- Characteristic research for Beishan region is processed during 

1989~2010. Disposal site will be designed until 2020 and operated from 2040.

5. Russia

○ Each nuclear power plants store radioactive waste generated by itself 

in each site. Most of them store liquid radioactive in tank without 

vitrification. 

○ LLW and ILW from institution, hospital and etc are managed by 

each regional government under their responsibility.

○ Spent fuel is not waste and it has reprocessed. Nowadays Russia 

consider disposal method without reprocess. In addition four disposal 

facility sites candidates for HLW and spent fuel are being considered.

- HLW is vitrificate in Mayak.

Section 5 International Cooperation for Radioactive 
Waste Management

1. Definition of International Waste Disposal Facility 

○ Introduction to use international common site as radioactive waste 

including spent fuel storage and disposal place defines international 

waste management facility from 1990's. 
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- Spent fuel storages of many countries in the world are reaching its 

capacity. 

- Some countries like Japan have some trouble in politics to construct 

additional storage facility. 

- Some reactor will close down in near future if there is not confirm 

additional storage capacity.

○ Supports say that international cooperation approach is rational and 

proper. In addition it is good for future of nuclear non-Proliferation 

and nuclear weapon reduction.

○ Skeptics say that there is big barrier to make international waste 

storage and disposal facility and to operation. Nuclear power holding 

countries has responsibility to radioactive waste storage and disposal 

generated from own country.

2. Major Issues

○ Services

- Interim storage is store by host country spent fuel and radioactive waste 

during certain periods like 30~50 years. If their is no any other new 

contract, host country return spent fuel and radioactive waste to custom 

country. There are two international movements.

- Final storage or disposal is deep geological land disposal or shallow 

land disposal of spent fuel and radioactive waste of custom country. 

There is one time of international movement.

- U.K, France and Russia receive spent fuel from custom country and 

return plutonium from reprocess depends on custom country's request. 

LLW, ILW and HLW from reprocess is managed by host country. 
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- Host country who operate international radioactive waste storage and 

disposal site can supply new nuclear fuel in the form of lease under 

the condition that host country take spent fuel later.

○ Ownership and responsibility for spent fuel and radioactive waste of 

interim storages are in custom country. In the case of final storage or 

disposal, those are in host country.

○ Host country must clear conditions as below. Namely voluntary 

willingness, geological and geographical conditions, effective 

technology, regulation and infrastructure, stability of policy, secure the 

international nuclear non-proliferation, agreement between parties, 

democratic political system and etc.

○ Limitation of custom country

○ Law set and operation system

- Law and operation system for international waste storages and disposal 

site must be equipped effectively for safety operation for international 

waste storages and disposal facility, long term management for spent 

fuel and radioactive waste, contract execution between custom country 

and host country, administration control for budget.

- Operation forms are that first, under law and regulation of host country 

one or more private company manages it, second, co-management of 

private company and host country, and third, management of 

organization forming in the way of international consortium or 

international organization like IAEA. 
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3. Merits

○ It is more economic that small numbers of radioactive waste storages 

and disposal site is operated in the world than each nuclear holding 

countries operates much small-scaled facilities. In disposal, there is 

economy of scale.

○ This is a kind of option for countries who can not manage 

radioactive waste storage and disposal site in domestic.

○ It is possible to receive spent fuel from countries who has high 

nuclear proliferation possibility to prevent plutonium diversion from 

spent fuel reprocessing.

○ Present condition for Spent fuel of custom country can be catched at 

real time. It improve nuclear clearance.

○ Host country can get benefit from the operation of internationl 

radioactive storage and disposal site.

4. Demerits

○ Most difficult problem in international radioactive waste storage and 

disposal is to find host country who has proper and national 

willingness.

○ There is a opinion that it is not moral and fair to bear in other 

country spent fuel and radioactive waste storage and disposal 

generated by own country.
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○ Transportation problem of nuclear fuel and radioactive waste is 

placed in international level. International political opinion gap 

between major countries about  international pending questions not 

related with nuclear will affect nuclear fuel and radioactive waste 

problems.

○ There are fluent transportations between host country and custom 

country. In addition transportation problems increase cost, risk and 

administration burden.

5. Trend

○ Definition related with international radioactive waste storage and 

disposal site started from early step in nuclear development. However 

international discussion for its realization suggestion was in act from 

1990's.

○ The International Monitored Retrievable Storage System (IMRSS)4)

- IMRSS would provide monitored retrieval storage for irradiated power 

reactor fuel, civil plutonium, and plutonium from disarmament. It was 

suggested at 1995. Storage would be long term, not final.

- There would be less than 10 facilities with commercial management 

supervised by a body connected with the IAEA, the owners of the 

materials paying fees for their storage.

○ Pangea's Proposal for high-level nuclear waste dump

- US company Pangea Resources proposed privately-run, long-term, 

high-level nuclear waste dump in South or Western Australia in 1998.

4) www.world-nuclear.org/uiabs96/hafel.htm
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- Pangea assume that cost for disposal site, related facilities, transportation 

is 6 billion USD, administration fee per year is 0.5 billion USD and 

operation duraion is 40 years. In addition, under the assumption that 

disposal cost for spent fuel are 1,000USD/kg, the benefit will be 75 

billion USD.

○ The Nonproliferation Trust (NPT)

- The Non-Proliferation Trust has a plan that they construct storage and 

disposal facility of HLW 10,000 tons in Russia and receive HLW 

including spent fuel of Asia countries as major custom countries in 

commercial base. 

- They forecasted that cost for spent fuel is 1,500 USD/kg and the 

benefit is 150 billion USD. 

○ MINATOM's plan

- MINATOM has import plan that they receive 20,000 tons of spent fuel 

from abroad during 2001~2010, and expect the benefits of 21 billion 

USD until 2010.

- Candidate custom countries are Eastern Countries, Taiwan, Korea and 

Japan who has trouble in storage and disposal of spent fuel.

- MINATOM suggests four types. Among them, the fourth proposal was 

evaluated business sense. It is that MINATOM store spent fuel in long 

term and do not return plutonium from reprocess and all radioactive 

waste to custom country. The cost is 1,200~2,000 USD/kg of spent 

fuel.

- Approval of the law in National Assembly was 2001. The law contains 

that interim storages of foreign spent fuel, reprocess service, nuclear 

fuel rental service.
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6. International Conventions

○ There are some International Conventions related with nuclear. 

Namely, Convention on the Prevention of Marine Pollution by 

Dumping of Wastes and Other Matters, Treaty on Non-Proliferation 

of Nuclear Weapons (NPT), Nuclear Export Control, Convention on 

the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material, London Guide Line, 

London Guide Line Part 2, and etc.

○ And there are some International Conventions related with nuclear 

safety. Namely, Convention on Early Notification of a Nuclear 

Accident, Convention on Assistance in the Case of a Nuclear Accident 

or Radiological Emergency, Convention on Nuclear Safety, and etc.

○ Some conventions are about transboundary movement of harmful 

waste. Namely, Code of Practice on the International Transboundary 

Movement of Radioactive Waste, Convention on Spent Nuclear Fuel 

Management and Radioactive Waste Management Safety, Collective 

Convention on Radioactive Waste Management Safety, and etc.

Section 6 Cooperation Solutions for Radioactive Waste 
in Northeast Asia

○ Asia will enlarge nuclear power in large scale compared with other 

region in the world.

- It must be considered that possibility and reliability of regional spent 

fuel storage facility and nuclear fuel cycle service based on economic 

growth and electricity demand forecast of Asia.
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- These consideration will be a valuable base of security, sustainable 

development and nuclear non-proliferation.

○ Nuclear regional cooperation in East Asia was discussed from mid of 

1990's by Asiatom or Pacatom. However there is no country to 

suggest spent fuel and radioactive waste storage and disposal site 

until now.

○ Based on geographical conditions such as isolated and wide region 

from residential site and geological conditions such as stable stratum, 

China has high possibility relatively to be international spent fuel and 

radioactive waste storage and disposal site.




